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Abstract
Smartphones, tablet computers and automotive electronics alone accounted for more than one third of all
electronics systems value produced in 2013, up from only 13% five years ago. These markets combine high
volume production, significant competitive cost pressure, and leading edge IC and sensor packaging
requirements. With continuing market growth and device and systems design change, test equipment and
production engineers will be challenged to adapt to an ever increasing set of challenges. The emerging
"Internet of Things" will also drive significant volumes of low-cost wireless modules and sensors that adapt
technologies spawned initially within the mobile and automotive sectors.
This paper will review the key device and packaging trends for mobile and automotive IC and sensor
packaging, and will discuss the test and handling complexities inherent in the growth of small form factor
SMT and array packages, flip chip and WL-CSP, embedded components, modules and MEMs sensors, and
ultimately 3D-TSV implementation. Conventional SMT packages have already reached saturation, and the
high volume high complexity consumer-facing segments are rapidly changing the landscape and overall test
requirements within the semiconductor supply chain.
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Abstract
Andreas Nagy, Xcerra; Mauro Strazzeri, STMicroelectronics
Legislation to reduce car injuries is causing dramatic growth in ADAS (Advanced Driver Awareness Systems
).
Radar-based ADAS are moving from 24GHz to 77GHz, providing better range, bandwidth and resolution for
detecting objects.
Automotive 0 ppm failure rates necessitate full functional test of the ADAS ICs at 24GHz or 77GHz in both
Engineering and HVM.
Specialized ATE solutions may be under-utilized as requirements change and are not well adapted for HVM.
An ideal solution should be usable with different RF and Automotive applications.
A co-development between ST and Xcerra has already implemented 28GHz RF test to maintain the highest
quality levels. This is based on a flexible test cell base that can be used for other requirements and a
system-level solution to maximize OEE and minimize cost. The test cell is now being extended to provide a
77GHz test solution.
The DUT has 38GHz IF and several 77GHz TxRx to implement a multiple beam solution for best
performance. The device also uses >1 Gigabit serial I/O to facilitate high speed data transfer.

The test cell uses a low-cost 6GHz subsystem and optional radar frequency test modules to balance
flexibility and cost of full-speed test.
An integrated test cell design of the complete signal path, from RF instrumentation, through the fixture and
contactor to the DUT, is used to maintain 77GHz signal quality. Production contactors are required for
WLCSP and packaged devices. In-socket calibration verifies signal performance at the DUT.
Because automotive ICs operate at extended Hot and Cold temperatures, a "tri-temp" handler ensures the
highest test coverage. A systems-level mechanical design enables rapid temperature changes to +/-2 DegC.
In conclusion, the customer's DUT is tested to the highest levels of coverage, to guarantee quality at the
OEMs. The vendor has proven an optimized test cell approach to provide a cost-effective solution with the
highest OEE.
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Abstract
SUMMARY:
Addresses implementation of improved efficiency in automated parametric test in a manufacturing
environment, also across different hardware platforms. Issues to resolve include correlation of tools as well
as optimizing test routines for improved throughput and improved accuracy. Describes partnership effort
between the device manufacturing and tool supplier.

DETAIL
Test Speed Optimization
o Analysis of the test program (Pareto tool) to identify what the main test time contributors are. Evaluate
distribution by test type and test macro. Prioritization of the effort, always 'there is not enough time to
optimize the program'.
o Evaluate Fixed range vs Auto range, advantages and disadvantages, speed vs dynamic range trade-offs,
compromise is LowRange capability to have dynamic range and speed
o Review standard cases where test program can be optimized
o Review Breakdown tests and optimize for throughput
- Different breakdown tests:
a) WLR style: Gate Oxide breakdown with FN current; more recent "Soft break downs" of GOX detected by
the higher noise of the current; qbdrampI, qbdrampI
b) ILD, MOS transistor breakdown; recoverable (MOS) and destructive (ILD)
- differences between Voltage sweep and current force technique
- bv technique, which forces current and monitors measurements to detect various "breakdown" conditions.
- Test conversion from one test environment to another (I.e. different types of testers, or testers from different
vendors)
- how to move test information from one environment to another, advantages to stay within close
environments, automated scripts to move the data; advantages of "data driven test environments, such as
KTE"
- General test requirements: correlation, how to handle and expectations; only parameters that actually
characterize the dut/process can be correlated;
- Miscellaneous considerations
o COO
o HV tests
o Using remote testing as a collaborative tool
o Importance of Data sharing between partners.
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Abstract
A paper by this title is being presented at TestVision 2020 on July 10, 2014. The EMTC paper will provide
some of the same information plus a status update.
Emerging products, applications and test strategies are demanding that test data collection and storage
become efficient and flexible in supporting new use models e.g. real time or pseudo real time queries,
adaptive test and streaming access. The current STDF standard does not support these use models. Hence
there is a need in the industry to create a new standard to fulfill these needs. The STDF working group at
SEMI/CAST has developed a next generation standard, RITdb, which can support not only the test data logs
but other data/information from the test cell.
The effort began by defining RITdb as a simple relational data model to represent STDF, plus mechanisms
for storing the resulting tables as files in a RITdb file store along with metadata that can be used to locate
files for downstream processing. As part of the effort, STDF to RITdb translators and sample tools for storing
and locating files have been implemented. The effort has since expanded to map test equipment
configuration information into the same data format, and there are plans to propose standards for ETest
data, equipment event information, and an adaptive test interface to testers using the same RITdb format.
A logical architecture based on the standard is being proposed. It includes a standard messaging format for
RITdb data that can be streamed in real-time from data sources and uses a broker that supports combining
and synchronizing data from multiple sources and delivering it to consumers selectively through subscription.
The net result is a plug-and-play data driven architecture. While the overall architecture is a long-term effort,
example use cases are provided to show how parts of the architecture can be implemented in the near-term
to work with existing tools and applications.
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Abstract
Microelectronic products produced in a semiconductor fab may be valid in the sense that all their parameters
are within the required specification limits but still unreliable in the sense that they have a high probability of
early life failure. Such early life failures can be extremely prejudicial in application domains like the
automotive sector, for instance.
To screen unreliable products, test programs that were initially designed to check that a product's
parameters are within the specification limits, are extended to make specific measurements under varying
working conditions. Although this helps to increase product reliability, some early life failures continue to
occur. At this point, software techniques are used to improve reliability without increasing the cost of test too
much. Basically, such technique called Part Average Testing (PAT), aims to identify valid but unreliable
products before they are shipped to the customer by scrutinizing the available test results.
Typical PAT methods used to find outliers consider one test at a time and detect devices whose results (for
this test) fall out of a given distribution.
In this work, we consider by contrast parametric methods that operate on the joint results of a group of tests.
This "multi-variate" approach is based on the computation of the Mahalanobis Distance that may denote a
violation of the correlation pattern between multiple tests results.
The paper gives details about this proposed technique to improve the traditional way of doing PAT, details
the software options that were implemented to ease the flow for the end user, it reports on experimental
results that were obtained using this technique and finally provides recommendations about possible
improvements based on group of parameters which are not linearly correlated.
This paper is coauthored with Jochen Matthias Stefan Product Engineer at Micronas GmbH and Jérôme
Kodjabachian Senior Software Developer at Galaxy
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The goal of outlier detection is to use test measurement data to identify parts that pass specification limits,
but are likely to fail future test steps or to become early failures in the field. Many different methods are
available, and most methods are based on parametric measurements, geographic information, or a
combination of both. The most common method used is Part Average Testing (PAT) which runs on a test
that provides a single measurement for each part in a wafer or lot. Our experience is that this method works
well for tests with a normal distribution and which are not highly correlated with other tests. However, in other
circumstances, other methods are more effective. For example, if tests have measurements that are very
wafer position dependent, methods like nearest neighbor residual and Location averaging improve the
separation between outliers and the good population of parts; if tests are pairwise highly correlated, methods
like linear regression offer improved discrimination, and if groups of tests are highly correlated (e.g., IDDQ),
methods like Principal Component Analysis work best; if wafers have areas with high defect density,
methods that look at clusters work well and if wafers have scratches, scratch detection methods work well.
This paper identifies a range of outlier detection methods and provides guidance on when it makes sense to
use which methods. The paper also describes software tools that can automatically analyze a collection of
tests and select methods to use based on a set of criteria including distribution shape, measurement
variation across a wafer, correlation coefficients between pairs or groups of tests, cluster and scratch
detection and geographical position within a wafer or a stack of wafers, etc. The tools are recipe based and
allow for an engineer to modify the automatic method selection mechanisms based on engineering
knowledge of the tests.
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PARROT is developping its own ASIC products to serve customers and business units in the consumer and
automotive infotainment markets.
Thanks to close cooperation and aanlysis, PARROT ASIC and SYSTEM testing groups manage to balance
between cost of test, quality requirements, software and hardware constraints and scalability.
We will show how complementary test flows, rapid data analysis and in-depth test knowledge can help to
meet our goals of rapid ramp and high test quality to better serve internal and external customers.
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Abstract
Latest trends in the semiconductor industry are prompting the need for lower power, higher performance,
and greater integration, largely driven by the anticipated proliferation of wirelessly connected devices
infiltrating global lifestyles. Poised to constitute the 'next big thing', the 'Internet of Things' is more commonly
referred to as IoT, and encompasses limitless applications enabled through scale.
IoT encompasses different devices and end markets, each with their specific market drivers and
requirements. But the one resounding driver ultimately required to make IoT happen is integration.
Integration is required on many levels, integration of software within hardware, of digital within analog
electronics, of digital processing within sensing, and, of RF within power management.
Semiconductors are playing a significant role in enabling IoT. As a result, the industry is seeking ways to
develop, streamline and optimize an effective ecosystem, encompassing design, manufacture, packaging
and test. IoT is pushing system complexity to new levels, and packaging technologies are being developed
accordingly, with innovations in MEMS, sensors and SiP finding particular prominence.
It is recognized that the supply chain needs to evolve alongside technologies. To make IoT mainstream will
require a complete and organized ecosystem, as well as a solid supply chain.
As the industry in Europe rises from a downturn decade, this changing environment represents a dynamic
opportunity for many European semiconductor design, assembly and test companies.
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Abstract
Today, the main challenge of 3D IC is testing. A mixed signal architecture to test a 3D IC was investigated.
This new methodology introduces low complex power line communication circuits to exchange testing
signals between ATE tester and at least one chip that belongs to a 3D stack, or between at least two chips.
Significant benefits for probing and 3D DFT access can be highlighted, and some main advantages for using
power line communication to test a 3D stack can be:
1) Architecture is fault tolerant for power TSV defects due to multiple TSVs used for each power supply (in
order to provide right current to each DUT), then there is TSV self-redundancy that will allow to test 3D DUT
in case of some defective power TSVs
2) Architecture simplifies test standardization in particular when in a 3D stack there are chips from different
suppliers.
3) Architecture has less constraint at design level regarding routing, because it avoids the introduction of
extra test signal TSVs among different ICs of a 3D stack.
Then this new approach has some advantages with respect to other developments in state-of-art.
Preliminary studies confirm feasibility of this new methodology applied on standard wafer testing and 3D IC
testing through a power line communication architecture.
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Abstract
New test challenges
Moving MEMS test upstream to the wafer
RF MEMS have a promising future for cellular phones. The associated test solution will have to manage a
sharp ramp up while keeping the final cost as competitive as the GaAs competitor. This paper explains how it
is possible to smoothly grow from device characterization to volume test in production.
There is a traditional hurdle between first silicon characterization and the automatic test world. The first one
still belongs to designers' team, while the second has already a foot in the production factory. It implies extra
cost to bear for start-up companies, because they have to develop and maintain two different test systems:
one for evaluation and characterization, and another one for production. It is very difficult to move from one
system to the other given the capabilities required by each of them most of the time not compatible
(accuracy, turn-around time)
The main idea was here to develop the characterization system, keeping in mind the production test. We
decided to select a PXI platform. PXI is easy to program and flexible for the lab, and has also a very low cost
compared to traditional ATE. Moreover, we designed also the hardware in such a way that the same
interface board can run complex characterization tests and also can be used to evaluate production test and
correlate both.
This paper will present economic rationales and technical aspects allowing this solution to claim for the
lowest cost and highest scalability for production award.
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Abstract
Successful semiconductor manufacturing is increasingly dependent on test at the wafer level. Some of the
main reasons are:

- To avoid the cost and delay of packaging bad devices;
- To eliminate final handler test in cases such as WLCSP or known-good-die (KGD);
- To obtain device characterization;
- To provide in-line, or end-of-line, feedback for process-control;
- To increase test parallelism for higher productivity
However, new device, packaging, and system-integration trends pose numerous challenges for wafer
probing.
For example:
- Shrinking device sizes, low-k dielectrics, and high test parallelism require high-accuracy, low-force probing;
- Sensors require physical stimuli, such as light, pressure, magnetic fields, or motion, in addition to electrical
inputs;
- Automotive devices (including sensors) require tests over a wide temperature range;
- Higher currents require new probe materials;
- Cu-pillar interconnects require advanced probe cards to avoid pillar damage and to achieve high densities;
- Full-wafer probing (contacting all devices on the wafer simultaneously) is required for low-margin, highvolume devices;
This presentation will attempt to describe the major trends and challenges in wafer probing, and how the
probe card industry has responded.
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the US and Europe. His technical experience includes R&D, product development, PCB design, automation
equipment, and applications engineering. During these past two decades, he has worked closely with many
wafer fab customers to improve their test capabilities and develop JEM's technologies.
He is also a program committee member for the SEMI European Manufacturing Test Conference (EMTC).

Probe smaller, probe smarter, or how micro-robots can help shorten the development cycle
of your products
B. Dagon
CEO and co-founder of Imina Technologies SA
Imina Technologies SA, Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract
The deep shortage of versatile, multi-domain tools capable of analyzing phenomena occurring at micro- and
nanoscales seriously impacts the development speed of advanced semiconductor materials based devices.
In this talk we will present a miniaturized robotic platform which provides capabilities for in situ
characterization in both electron and light microscopes. This multi-functional system embeds up to four
miBot, our piezoactuated micro robots, allowing the user to independently position the probes over
centimeter scale displacements with a resolution down to the nanometer.
These solutions, specifically designed for low current measurements, can be connected with standard third
party signal analyzers to carry out electrical characterizations with an excellent signal-to-noise ratio.
Moreover thanks of their compact designs, they can virtually retro-fit any microscope setups, even the most
tiny ones.
Customer applications and integrations examples will illustrate the advantages of these platforms for a wide
range of applications in nanoelectronics, photonics and materials science.

CV of presenting author
Dr. Benoît Dagon currently serves as CEO of Imina Technologies SA, a company he co-founded in 2009.
Before that, he conducted a research project at Stanford University and completed a PhD in the field of
computer assisted surgery at EPFL Robotics Laboratory. Dr. Dagon also holds a M.S. from EPFL in
microengineering with specialization in robotics and industrial manufacturing.

Manufacturing Intelligence and BIG DATA in Real-Time
G. Luhn
Research and Program Manager
SYSTEMA GmbH, Dresden, Germany

Abstract
The increasing availability of information in a connected world is a growing challenge also for the
Semiconductor industry. It surfaces in the need for Real-Time information and joined analysis of data from a
rising number of sources; ranging from fab to company-wide granularity. That is, manufacturing deciders
need granular, Real-Time situational insights to support ad-hoc improvements and decisions. They also
require best support for exponentially growing data volumes in testing and production quality control. Overall,
Real-Time capability is seen as critical component related to continuous learning and shaping company-wide
developments.
Based on thorough research, SYSTEMA GmbH, Technical University of Dresden and SQL Project AG
Dresden in cooperation with XFab Erfurt evaluated and analyzed detailed use cases with regard to such
challenges. Logical and mathematical analysis led to a new, deeper insight resulting in an innovative
conceptual approach toward Real-Time information processing in logistical and technical domains. Known
peak phases and bottlenecks of previously applied methods (batch jobs) are becoming obsolete.
Contrary to the common expectation, this approach leads to a simplified system model, which enables
maximum algorithmic efficiency and the desired Real-Time behavior at the same time. Any desired data,
such as KPIs or statistical data, are continuously aggregated and evaluated, which systematically reduces
the required system load while deploying standard software. Ad-hoc value creation and knowledge discovery
with the highest degree of parallelization is available using existing hardware (ex.: identification of
dynamically moving production bottlenecks).
An example are continuous quality checks of test results in Real-Time, which is of importance to minimize
learning cycles.
The presentation will include a scientific discussion from within the perspective of general Database / Big
Data related research activities of TU Dresden.
CV of presenting author
Gerhard holds a Ph.D in engineering science from the University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (Germany). He has
more than 25 years of experience in semiconductor manufacturing and information science. Currently, he is
heading a program at SYSTEMA GmbH together with the Technical University of Dresden and several major
renowned industry partners, which aims at the industrial proof, prototypical and scientific validation of a new,
mathematically grounded method of Real-Time information processing, including large data volumes.
Gerhard previously worked as team leader / program manager and research fellow for Infineon/Dresden and
Siemens/Munich. He also held various positions in France with Siemens / IBM joint venture in Essonnes; and
ST Microelectronics in Crolles.

Recent Advances and Challenges in Nanoparticle Monitoring for the Semiconductor
Industry
D. Rodier

Technology Development Manager
Particle Measuring Systems, Boulder, Colorado, United States

Abstract
As presented in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), one of the key
challenges facing the yield enhancement community is the determination of process stability vs. absolute
contamination levels. This requires data for correlating defects caused by the wafer environment and wafer
handling to yield. Ultimately, this will require data to determine control limits for contamination in air, gases,
chemicals and ultrapure water. Recent advances in nanoparticle detection in air, gases, and fluids allow the
wafer environment to be characterized at unprecedented levels of cleanliness. Data will be presented
illustrating the power of the latest contamination monitoring technology to detect nanoparticle contamination
events that often occur undetected by conventional monitoring approaches. Determination of contamination
in the wafer environment is the necessary first step toward understanding and reducing defects caused by
the wafer environment.
CV of presenting author
Dan Rodier is Technology Development Manager at Particle Measuring Systems. He has a Ph.D. in
analytical chemistry from the University of Colorado and has over 23 years of experience developing and
implementing technologies and strategies to measure airborne molecular species and particulate
contamination. Dr. Rodier has four patents for microcontamination monitoring technologies. He has worked
with customers across Asia, Europe, and North America to implement monitoring programs in the
semiconductor, aerospace, hard disk drive, and flat panel display industries.

